iACP-GAEnsC: Evolutionary genetic algorithm based ensemble classification of anticancer peptides by utilizing hybrid feature space.
Cancer is a fatal disease, responsible for one-quarter of all deaths in developed countries. Traditional anticancer therapies such as, chemotherapy and radiation, are highly expensive, susceptible to errors and ineffective techniques. These conventional techniques induce severe side-effects on human cells. Due to perilous impact of cancer, the development of an accurate and highly efficient intelligent computational model is desirable for identification of anticancer peptides. In this paper, evolutionary intelligent genetic algorithm-based ensemble model, 'iACP-GAEnsC', is proposed for the identification of anticancer peptides. In this model, the protein sequences are formulated, using three different discrete feature representation methods, i.e., amphiphilic Pseudo amino acid composition, g-Gap dipeptide composition, and Reduce amino acid alphabet composition. The performance of the extracted feature spaces are investigated separately and then merged to exhibit the significance of hybridization. In addition, the predicted results of individual classifiers are combined together, using optimized genetic algorithm and simple majority technique in order to enhance the true classification rate. It is observed that genetic algorithm-based ensemble classification outperforms than individual classifiers as well as simple majority voting base ensemble. The performance of genetic algorithm-based ensemble classification is highly reported on hybrid feature space, with an accuracy of 96.45%. In comparison to the existing techniques, 'iACP-GAEnsC' model has achieved remarkable improvement in terms of various performance metrics. Based on the simulation results, it is observed that 'iACP-GAEnsC' model might be a leading tool in the field of drug design and proteomics for researchers.